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Summary

Background and Approach

The Veterans Equitable Resource Allocation (VERA) system was instituted by the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) in 1997 in a continuing effort to improve the allocation of congressionally appropriated health care funds to the 21 Veterans Integrated Service Networks (VISNs). VERA was designed to ensure that funds are allocated in an equitable, comprehensible, and efficient manner and to address the complexities of providing health care to veterans with service-connected disabilities, low incomes, and special health care needs.

In contrast to earlier VHA allocation systems, which were based largely on historical costs, VERA bases its allocation of funds primarily on the number of veterans served (workload). However, the veteran population has been shifting dramatically from some geographic areas to others. As a result, since the implementation of VERA, allocations to the VISNs have undergone similar shifts, from areas with shrinking veteran populations to areas with increasing numbers of veterans. These funding shifts prompted concerns in Congress that VERA was not distributing resources equitably across the VISNs, which could affect health care delivery to some veterans. In legislation enacted in late 2000 (Public Law No. 106-377), Congress directed the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to determine “whether VERA may lead to a distribution of funds that does not cover the special needs of some veterans.”

The VHA contracted with the RAND National Defense Research Institute to examine three specific areas of concern expressed by Congress:

- The extent to which allocations cover costs associated with maintaining older-than-average medical facilities, caring for populations with complex case mixes, facilities undergoing major consolidation, and/or rural versus urban location.
- Issues associated with maintaining affiliations between the VA medical centers and academic medical centers.
- The extent to which weather differences influence costs.

To address these issues within the allotted time, the NDRI initially conducted a qualitative analysis of the VERA system. Based on our review of the literature and interviews, we concluded that VERA appeared to meet its objectives of improving the allocation of resources to meet the geographical distribution of veterans as well as improving the incentive

---

1 These VISNs span the United States, its territories, and the Philippines. In fiscal year (FY) 2002, the number of VISNs was reduced from 22 to 21 (VISNs 13 and 14 were combined to become VISN 23).
structure, fairness, and simplicity of the allocation methodology. We also found that the influence of several factors of concern to Congress on the costs of providing health care to veterans—the number of buildings, services offered, rural (versus urban) location, and extremes of weather—was unclear, or, in the case of weather extremes, not important. In contrast, we identified several factors that appeared to exert a predictable and systematic influence on veterans’ health care costs. These factors included patient case mix and the presence or absence of facility affiliations with medical schools (findings from that analysis appear in the report An Analysis of the Veterans Equitable Resource Allocation (VERA) System [Wasserman et al., 2001]). However, the Phase I report also concluded that comprehensive evaluation of the current system, and of possible modifications to it, required extensive quantitative analysis.

At the request of Congress, we undertook a quantitative analysis of the VERA system (Phase II) to assess how a variety of patient, facility, and community characteristics affected costs of patient care; to create a model to assess the impact of a wide range of policy changes; and to simulate how such policy changes would affect VISN allocations. Our approach was to create multivariate regression models that included factors that might lead to differences in patient costs. One such model, the “all variables model” (AVM), included all variables we could identify that might influence differences in patient costs. Another model, the “selected variables model” (SVM), included only variables that showed a significant effect in our first model, that were consistent with the VA mission, and that were largely outside the control of VISN directors. Factors that were found to have a major influence on costs included patient case-mix measures, patient reliance on Medicare for coverage of health care, and a small number of facility variables. Based on these findings, we recommended that the VA consider modifying VERA to take greater account of patient and facility characteristics than it did. One mechanism for doing so would be to adopt an allocation system that relies on a regression/simulation framework similar to the one used in the Phase II analysis. However, before implementing such an allocation system, we recommended conducting additional analyses to gain a better understanding of how particular variables influence VISN allocations.

After examining the results of this second phase of research, Congress and the VHA requested that NDRI conduct a set of additional analyses. The goals of Phase III were to determine how particular patient and facility characteristics influence allocations to VISNs and to simplify and refine the models created in Phase II to reflect policy changes and more recent data. One such policy change was the fiscal year (FY) 2003 modification of VERA’s case-mix adjustment mechanism from three categories (VERA-3) to ten categories (VERA-10).

Our approach was similar to that of Phase II, with several important differences:

• We used more recent data sets to estimate costs and to simulate VISN allocations.
• We simplified our modeling approach substantially by collapsing the patient- and facility-level equations into a single-equation model without sacrificing the power of our original two-equation model to explain and predict costs.
• To generate additional insights into our simulated VISN allocations, we disaggregated the results to show the influence of each variable included in the models on VISN allocations.

Using our regression equation, we constructed three types of models, with three distinct objectives.
Our first model, the “base regression model” (BRM), was intended to demonstrate how a regression-based approach for calculating VISN allocations compares with the method that the VA currently uses to arrive at the allocations. The BRM included only those variables that reflect the current types of adjustments that the VA takes into account in determining VISN allocations: a ten-group case-mix-adjustment measure, an index that measures geographic variation in the costs of labor inputs used to provide patient care, and measures for teaching intensity and research costs.

The second model, the all variables model (mentioned above), was designed to account for all patient, facility, and community variables that had been shown to influence the costs of treating veterans at VA health care facilities and that could be measured using readily available data sets.

Our third type of model, the selected variables model (mentioned above), included all of the variables found in the BRM, as well as some additional measures of patient and facility characteristics that were included in the AVM—that is, variables that were found to influence the costs of care and that might be appropriate to use for policy purposes. Only the findings for the SVM are summarized here.

In addition, to further assess the effects of case-mix measure, we compared the effects of the models using the VERA-10 case-mix measure with those using a more refined case-mix adjustment—VA diagnostic cost groups (DCGs).²

Findings

Regression Results

Six patient-level variables played key roles in explaining an individual’s use of VA resources:

- Similar to the findings of the Phase II report, gender and age independently affected patient care costs when we controlled for case-mix and other factors. However, patients who were older than 85 had lower costs.
- Health status played a significant role in determining health costs.
- When VERA-10 was used as the adjustment for health status, patients residing in areas with greater concentrations of physicians and hospital beds incurred significantly higher health costs than those residing in areas with lower concentrations of health care providers.
- Patients who traveled a greater distance to receive their health care have higher costs.
- Greater Medicare reliance was associated with lower VA health costs.

A small number of facility-level characteristics also influenced individuals’ use of VA health care resources:

² The VA DCGs are a modification of the standard DCGs that reflect differences between the veteran population and the privately insured population, for which off-the-shelf DCGs software is intended. Specifically, the VA combined 30 highest-ranked condition categories (HCCs) (those that are very uncommon in the VA population or do not predict significant positive costs) into one category and added 14 VERA category flags for special disability programs (e.g., spinal cord injury, traumatic brain injury, and serious mental illness). The VA then predicted the costs for each patient from the HCC model and assigned patients to one of 24 “VA DCGs” categories based on their predicted costs (VHA, 2001). In our equations that use DCGs, one dichotomous variable was included for each VA DCG except the lowest-cost VA DCG, which served as the reference group.
• VISN labor index, research costs per patient, and square feet of building space per patient had positive influences on costs; that is, they increased costs independently of the case-mix measure used.

• In contrast, for two variables in the SVM—number of residents per full-time physician and square feet of building space per acre of land—the direction of the association with costs depended on which health status measure was included in the model. When the VERA-10 measure was used, the number of residents per full-time physician had a positive effect on patient costs, but when the VA DCGs was used as the case-mix measure, it had a negative effect. Similarly, the square feet of building space per acre of land was positively associated with costs when VA-DCGs was the case-mix measure, but it was insignificant under VERA-10.

Simulation Results
The results from the BRM and SVM regression models were used to simulate VISN allocations. To interpret the simulation results, we made three types of comparisons. First, we compared actual FY 2003 allocations to the simulated allocations from the BRM, to isolate the effect of the difference between the actual VERA methodology and the regression-based methodology. Second, we compared the VERA-10 SVM allocations with the BRM allocations. Finally, we compared the VERA-10 SVM allocations with the VA DCG SVM allocations.

We found that recent VERA policy changes—including the introduction of the VERA-10 case-mix adjustment and the manner in which high-cost cases (i.e., those with costs of $70,000 or more) are treated under VERA—have reduced differences in the ways funds are allocated under the current VERA system compared with the regression-based approach. For example, in FY 2002, applying the regression-based approach—in particular, the VERA-10 SVM—would have redistributed 2.9 percent of the total actual allocation. However, in FY 2003, the regression-based approach with VERA-10 would have redistributed only 1.2 percent of the funds. VA DCGs would lead to a slightly larger redistribution (i.e., 1.8 percent of the total allocation).

Disaggregation Results
The disaggregation analysis compared the simulated allocation when each patient was assigned the average value for each characteristic (the “unadjusted average allocation”) with the simulated allocation that occurs when a characteristic of interest (e.g., health status) was allowed to take its true value. The results can be viewed in two ways: from the VISN perspective and from the national perspective.

Viewing the results from the VISN perspective shows how each variable helps to move a particular VISN from the unadjusted average, or workload-based, allocation to the simulated allocations from the SVM.

Viewing the results from the national perspective shows the factors that are most important in affecting allocations nationwide. In general, there was a great deal of correspondence across case-mix specifications in terms of which variables appeared to move the most money around. In fact, the five variables that moved the most money around were the same, regardless of which case-mix measure was included in the model, although the order differed slightly between measures: health status, research costs per unique patient, the VA labor in-
dex, Medicare reliance, and the square feet of building space per patient. In both case-mix specifications, the amount of money redistributed by the health status measure far exceeded the amount redistributed by any other variable. The current VA system already adjusts for the top three money movers: health status, research costs, and geographic differences in labor costs.

Conclusions and Policy Implications

In general, the findings of this Phase III analysis were similar to those of Phase II.

A key conclusion from both the results presented in this report and those of the Phase II analysis is that case mix is critical in explaining differences in patients’ costs and that it varies across VISNs. In Wasserman et al., 2003, we recommended that the VA adopt a more refined case-mix-adjustment methodology—either VERA-10 or VA DCGs—than the one it had used since VERA’s inception, which relied on only three categories. Subsequently, the VA adopted the VERA-10 case-mix measure. We applaud this decision, as we believe that it will lead to a more efficient and equitable division of health care resources.

What is less clear, however, is whether VERA could be further improved by moving from VERA-10 to VA DCGs. On the one hand, VA DCGs better explain patient-level cost variation than does VERA-10. On the other hand, we observed that the VA DCGs would shift a substantial amount of money across VISNs, and we know little about why such redistributions would occur.

As we found in the Phase II analysis, Medicare reliance continues to have a statistically significant effect on the costs of treating veterans at VA facilities. Specifically, as one might expect, the greater the degree to which individuals rely on Medicare, the lower their VA costs. Consequently, we believe that the VA should consider modifying VISN allocations to adjust for differences in the degree to which VA patients rely on Medicare providers for the care they receive. Doing so would help make the VERA system more equitable and efficient. However, prior to implementing a Medicare reliance adjustment, we believe that the VA should investigate the accuracy with which Medicare data, which necessarily lag the VA data by a year, predict future Medicare expenditures.

Finally, in both this and the Phase II report, we used regression analysis to understand the extent to which a wide range of variables influences the costs of caring for VA patients. We believe that regression analysis holds great potential for serving as a mechanism for the VA to determine VISN-level allocations. However, we do not believe that it is critical at this juncture to shift to a regression-based allocation approach. The primary reason we advocate against such a transition at this point is that such a change would be difficult to implement, and the current allocation approach comes very close to the regression-based one, as evidenced by the low percentage of funds that the latter would redistribute. In the event that the VA elects to adjust VISN allocations for a wider range of variables—including, for example, Medicare reliance and some of the other factors that the disaggregation analysis demonstrated were responsible for shifting funds across VISNs—then adopting a regression-based approach might prove to be advantageous.

Even if the VA does not switch to a regression-based methodology, the use of regression analysis can provide a powerful management tool for VA headquarters staff and VISN directors. The single-equation approach upon which this study relied is easy to use and in-
The output from the regression models can be used to identify additional potential adjustments to VERA, inform decisions regarding requests for supplemental funds, and provide guidance for VISN directors in determining how funds should be allocated to facilities within their networks.